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ABSTRACT 

If the parachute deceleration of a payload results in a large momentum 

transfer to the surrounding fluid over a relatively short distance, the resulting wake 

velocities may be large enough for the wake to overtake and collapse the piu-achute. 

This report describes an experimental test program aimed at investigating the 

aerodynamic interaction between the parachute and its wake. The test program 

involves examination of the transient loading on rigid two-dimensional circular arcs 

during their motion through a water-filled tow-tank. The transient loads on circular 

arcs with included angles of 120, 180, and 240 degrees were obtained by 

simultaneously measuring instantaneous pressure distributions and drag forces. The 

loads are reduced to a drag history which shows the variation of the drag coefficient 

with time for each circular arc. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Parachutes are used in a variety of applications that require the deceleration of 

a payload. In a typical parachute deployment (Figure 1.1) an extraction or pilot 

parachute pulls the main parachute and payload out of an airplane and extracts the 

main parachute from its pack. The main parachute reacts to the surrounding flow 

field by capturing air and inflating to a completely open canopy shape. The main 

parachute generates a drag force which decelerates the payload to the terminal 

velocity. The main parachute must remain fully inflated to insure that the payload 

will contact the ground without excessive force. 

As the parachute is deployed and the payload decelerates, the air is accelerated 

in the payload direction in a wake which forms behind the parachute. As the 

deceleration continues, the velocity of the wake may allow it to overtake the 

parachute and cause a partial or total collapse. This phenomenon, known as wake 

recontact, is most prevalent in low altitude drops where the parachute has a minimal 

amount of time to decelerate the payload. 

The primary goal for the research described in this report was to gain insight 

into the interaction of a parachute and its trailing wake. This goal was approached by 

examining the transient loading on rigid two-dimensional circular arcs during their 

motion through a water-filled tow-tank. The velocity histories utilized in the study 

are similar to the deceleration during a parachute deployment and the resulting drag 

on the arcs reflects the effects of wake recontact in a manner analogous to an actual 

parachute. 



(A) 

Figure 1.1 Schematic of a typical parachute drop 



CHAPTER II 

UNSTEADY FLOW 

2.1 Separated Flow 

In regions of flow separation, the formation of free shear layers create vortex

like eddies which, in the case of flow over two-dimensional cambered plates, can 

amplify into counter-rotating vortices in the wake. 

Flow separation exists where a boundary layer has a region of reverse flow 

near the solid surface. In the case of streamlined shapes, the development of the 

boundary layer and the occurrence of boundary layer separation is progressive along 

the body surface. The location of the separation point is generally unsteady and is 

influenced by the Reynold's number of the flow and the turbulence in the freestream 

and wake. For bluff shaped bodies, boundary layer separation occurs at locations of 

surface discontinuity. 

2.2 Flow About Parachutes 

Strickland and Macha (1989) examined the velocity, deceleration, and 

changes in parachute geometry during a parachute opening using high speed motion 

pictures and a laser tracking system. The experimental study was performed by 

dropping a dummy payload with a 10-ft diameter, 20% porosity, ringslot parachute. 

Various initial and terminal velocities were achieved by varying the payload mass and 

the duration of the preceding freefall. Strickland and Macha developed a collapse 

parameter that quantified the severity of wake recontact in terms of the ratio of 

maximum diameter to the instantaneous minimum diameter. Strickland and Macha 



observed that the collapse parameter is a function of a nondimensional mass ratio and 

Froude number which are defined as: 

W 

pDp3 ^2.2) 

9^p (2.3) 

where W is the weight of the parachute and payload, p is the density of air, Dp is the 

parachute diameter, UQ is the initial velocity at deployment, and g is the gravitational 

acceleration. Strickland and Macha observed that as the mass ratio was increased, or 

as heavier payloads were added to a parachute, the severity of canopy deformation 

during wake recontact was reduced for a given initial velocity. 

Strickland and Macha also noted that the ratio of initial to terminal velocity 

can be defined as a function of the ratio of Fr to Mr. They concluded that for the 

20% porosity ring slot parachute, wake recontact occurs at a velocity ratio of about 

4.0 and becomes progressively more severe as the velocity ratios increase. 

The analysis of three-dimensional flow about parachutes is complicated by 

flow separation and the potential for wake recontact during rapid deceleration. A 

simplified model of the parachute-wake interaction, in which discrete slugs of 

momentum were injected into the fluid behind the parachute was developed by Spahr 

and Wolf (1981). The discrete slugs were allowed to convect freely behind the 

parachute with provisions for recombination as a result of impacting other 

momentum slugs and potentially for their recontact with the parachute. 

A more refined model has been developed by Oler (1989). This work 

includes more detailed models of the parachute opening process and wake 

development. The wake model includes the effects of both inertial convection and 



turbulent diffusion of the parachute drag induced fluid momentum. Oler concluded 

that safe operating zones may be defined for a parachute based upon combinations of 

the initial to terminal velocity ratio and the parachute opening time (Figure 2.1). The 

model was tested against the experimental drop test conditions reported by Strickland 

and Macha and was successful in predicting parachute deceleration histories and the 

siuiations in which wake recontact was likely to occur. 

2.4 Two-Dimensional Cambered Plates 

Several studies of the flow over parachutes represented by two-dimensional 

cambered plates and circular arcs have been conducted to gain insights into the wake 

recontact phenomena. 

Sarpkaya (1987) developed an experimental procedure to investigate the wake 

of cambered plates under controlled laboratory conditions. Cambered plates were 

fixed in a vertical water tunnel while the fluid was impulsively started, kept 

momentarily at a constant velocity and then decelerated. A quick response control 

valve was used to regulate the flow of water. The test bodies were 1.5 in diameter 

arcs of 120, 180,-and 240 degrees. Instantaneous fluid velocities, drag force, and 

flow visualization records were obtained in the experiments. The occurrence of wake 

recontact was indicated when the drag became negative. The wake recontact with the 

cambered plates was also graphically evident in the flow visualization records. 

A mapping technique was used by Sarpkaya (1987) to model the flow over 

the two-dimensional arcs. The method utilizes a conformal transformation in which 

the camber becomes a circle. The analysis requires two-dimensional irrotational flow 

around the body and a complex-velocity potential to represent the vortices. 
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Figure 2.1 Safe operating zones for a parachute, payload, and initial velocity 
combinations. Oler (1989) 



Sarpkaya used the conformal mapping technique to predict the drag history for two-

dimensional cambered plates with included angles of 120, 180, and 240 degrees with 

fluid velocity histories equivalent to those obtained in the water tunnel experiments. 

Strickland (1989) used a vortex panel analysis to investigate the unsteady 

flow about cambered plates. The technique modeled a zero thickness plate surface 

and a portion of the wake with discrete vortices. The vortex panel analysis 

represents an alternate method to describe the body surfaces. As with the conformal 

mapping technique, the effects of boundary layer separation are modeled with a 

continuous injection of vortices into the flow at the separation point. 

The analytical studies of Saipkaya and Strickland were generally successful 

in predicting the flow field and drag that was seen in the water channel experiments 

of the 120- and 180-degree cambered plates. The analysis of the 240-degree plate 

proved to be unsuccessful for both Sarpkaya and Strickland. The difficulty with the 

240-degree arc is that the boundary layer separation point is not fixed at the leading 

edge of the plate. It is further downstream, toward the backside of the plate and 

constantly changes position during wake generation. The analytical models by 

Sarpkaya and Strickland assumed separation occurs at the leading edges. 

For the study described in this report, an experimental investigation of the 

wake recontact phenomena was performed by dragging two-dimensional circular arcs 

through a water-filled tow-tank. The velocity histories utilized in the study were 

equivalent to those used in Sarpkaya's experimental procedure. Additional velocity 

histories which were more analogous to an actual parachute deployment were also 

examined. The transient loadings on rigid circular arcs of 120, 180, and 240 degrees 



were obtained by simultaneously measuring instantaneous pressure distributions and 

drag forces. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

3.1 Tow-Tank/Towing Mechanism 

The objectives of the project were achieved by towing two-dimensional 

parachute models through a water filled tank. The tow-tank (Figure 3.1) used for the 

project is 32 ft long and 4 ft deep with a water depth of 42 in. A box beam structure 

extends over the center and down the length of the tank. A cable towing 

arrangement, enclosed in the beam, is connected to a carriage plate which supports 

the models. The system is driven by a 5-hp AC motor with a variable frequency 

motor speed controller. The controller follows an analog 0 to 5 volt input provided 

by a PC/AT level computer system. The towing system allows approximately 20 ft 

of travel and a maximum speed of 4 ft/sec. 

3.2 Cambered Plates 

The three parachute models were machined from a 24-in diameter PVC pipe 

with a 0.71 in wall thickness. The models, with arc lengths of 120, 180, and 240 

degrees were 48 in in length. The PVC pipe was chosen because of its resistance to 

con^osion in chlorinated water, low weight, and thick wall. 

A finite element analysis system, MSC Pal, was used to determine the 

maximum stresses occurring in the models due to the aerodynamic loadings. These 

loads were approximated with the two-dimensional pressure distributions predicted 

by Sarpkaya. The analysis revealed that stresses (Figure 3.2) of no more than 18 % 

of yield, and deflections of less than 1 in could be expected in the tests. In order to 

alleviate the stress concentration existing at the top corners, two 4 in wide, 0.125 in 
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thick steel bands were rolled to the inside and outside radii of the model. These 

bands were attached to the top of the model by bolts passing through both the bands 

and the model. 

A three-point mounting structure (Figure 3.3) was used to attach the models 

to the carriage plate. The structure consisted of a set of two arms extending down 

from the cairiage plate. At the end of each arm was a rod-end bearing with a pinned 

connection which allowed the models to rotate around a horizontal axis perpendicular 

to the direction of travel (Figure 3.4). A third support was attached to the back of the 

model. This support, which included a load cell, provided a constraint against 

rotation of the model about the front supports. Therefore, the load cell output could 

be related to the total aerodynamic force induced moment about the front supports. 

The support structure, model attachments, and reinforcing bands were 

interchangeable between the three models. 

Pressure ports were located at mid-depth at 10-degree intervals around the 

models (Figure 3.5). The ports on the left and right sides of the models were offset 

by 5-degrees. If symmetry is assumed, the effective port spacing was 5-degrees. A 

hole was drilled through the models at each port location so that plastic tees could be 

imbedded. Small grooves were cut from the port locations to the top of the models. 

Copper tubbing with a 1/8 in inside diameter was laid into the grooves and connected 

to the 3/16 in plastic tees. The grooves were covered with an epoxy filler to 

reestablish the surface of the model. Figure 3.6 shows the construction of a pressure 

port. 

For an accurate representation of a parachute, the edge thickness of the 

models should be negligible. To examine the effects of finite thickness, the models 

12 
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Figure 3.4 Parachute model test setup 
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Figure 3.5 Pressure port distribution for 180-degree model 
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were designed so that different edge geometries could be exchanged on the leading 

edges. As shown in Figure 3.7, the three geometries consist of a rounded edge, a 

knife edge following the outside radius, and a knife edge following the inside radius. 

3.3 Data Acquisition 

The principle elements of the data acquisition system were a load cell for 

force measurements and a Pressure Systems Inc. (PSI) system for pressure 

measurements. Both the load cell and PSI system were interfaced with a PC/AT 

personal computer which controlled the model motion as well as the data acquisition. 

The load cell is a linear strain gage bridge with a 500 lb range. It was 

attached so that it sensed the total drag force applied to the model. Assuming 

uniform pressure distributions from top to bottom on the model, the resultant force 

occurs at mid-depth or 21 in below the surface of the water. By summing moments 

around the forward pivot points, the loads on the models can be found in terms of the 

force on the load cell. The load cell setup is shown in Figure 3.8. 

A PSI 780B high speed pressure scanning system was used to obtain 

transient pressures at the pressure port locations. The PSI system uses a 48-channel 

pressure scanner to obtain pressure readings at speeds of 20 kHz. The scanner also 

allows on-line three-point pressure calibration for all ports. During a test, the 

pressure data was buffered in the PSI system, converted to engineering units and 

downloaded to the computer. The PSI system setup is shown in Figure 3.9. 

The control software (Appendix) was written in C and allows the computer to 

collect and reduce data from the load cell, retrieve pressures from the PSI system, 

and control the model velocity. The program uses equations describing the velocity 

17 
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histories. The towing system included a DC generator which produced an analog 

voltage proportional to the towing speed. This voltage was monitored by the 

computer to provide a feedback control system for the towing speed. A schematic of 

this system is shown in Figure 3.10. 

At the beginning of a series of tests, zero reference data was acquired from 

the load cell and PSI system while the model was stationary. During each test, 1000 

data points were acquired from the load cell. The data was converted into the 

aerodynamic force per unit length that was appHed to the model. Drag coefficients 

were found from 

^ - 1 
-pUoD 
2 (3.1) 

where D is the cylinder diameter and UQ is the initial model velocity. The drag force 

was corrected for inertial forces by deriving the instantaneous acceleration from the 

velocity and multiplying by the model mass. The final corrected drag coefficient 

history was formed from the average of 8 runs. 

The PSI system sampled the pressure distribution 50 times during each test. 

The pressure distributions were downloaded to the computer and then converted to 

pressure difference coefficients across the model surface by, 

R-P. 
c = 

Wo 
2 . (3.2) 

The pressure coefficient distributions were averaged over eight runs. 

It should be noted that the drag coefficient definition given by equation (3.1) 

utilized the same diameter or frontal area for all three models. The actual frontal area 

21 
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of the 120-degree model was somewhat less. In addition, a constant dynamic 

pressure is used for the drag and pressure coefficients throughout the deceleration 

process 

All plots are presented with a nondimensionahzed time scale T*. 

R . (3.3) 

A typical run spanned 10 units of T* which for an initial velocity of 2 ft/s 

corresponds to 5 seconds in real time. 

3.4 Flow Visualization 

Flow visualization was used to assist in understanding the pressure and drag 

results. The flow field was visualized with 2 in diameter pucks floating on the water 

surface and with tufts and dye injection on the submerged model surface. 

The pucks were 2 in diameter circles cut from 1/4 in thick foam board. Four 

inch long keels made of acetate paper were attached to the bottom of the pucks. The 

keels forced the pucks to follow the flow field instead of falling into the troughs 

created by the waves in the water surface. Before each run, 250 pucks were 

randomly distributed into the path of the models. As the model followed a 

predetermined velocity history, a video camera mounted 8 ft above the surface of the 

water was used to record the motion of the pucks. 

Dye injection was accomplished by running tygon tubing to a point 10 in 

from the bottom of the models. Red and blue dye were forced into the flow field at 

the leading edge and Utck center-line of the models. The two colors were used so 

that the formation of vortices off the leading edges and wake recontact on the back of 

23 



the model could be observed. The dye was stored in two pressurized reservoirs 

mounted on the carriage plate. The dye flowrate was controlled by adjusting needle 

valves on the reservoirs before each run. A submerged camera was used to record 

the motion of the dye in the flow field. 

To complement the dye injection, 8 rows and 10 columns of 1 in tufts were 

taped to the bottom half of the model from back center-line around to the leading 

edge. The tufts responded to the flow by indicating the direction of the local fluid 

velocity. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The unsteady flow about the three models was characterized by force and 

pressure measurements and flow visualization. In this chapter the drag measurement 

results are plotted versus a nondimensional time scale. Pressure measurement results 

are shown in an integrated form for comparison with force measurements and as 

distributions at different instances in time. Illustrations of the flow visualization 

results are also presented. 

The effects of changing the shape of the model's leading edges can be seen in 

Figure 4.1. The drag histories for the three edge geometries on the 120-degree 

model are virtually indistinguishable. Since the differences are not significant, only 

results using the rounded leading edges will be shown in the following sections. 

It may be noted that data presented in Figure 4.1 starts at T"̂  equal to 3. 

Sloshing, which is caused by the impulsive start, induces fluctuations in the force 

and pressure data which are not physically significant for a parachute simulation. 

These fluctuations diminish as T approaches 3. 

4.1 120-Degree Circular Arc 

The 120-degree model was run through the velocity history illustrated in 

Figure 4.2(a) and given by 

U * = l 

for T '< 4.32 (4.1) 

U*=l-0.3078(T'-4.32)-h0.02124(T*-4.32)2 

for 4.32 < T*< 9.50 . (4.2) 

25 
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Figure 4.2 Test using 120-degree arc: (a) Velocity history 
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Figure 4.2 (Continued) (b) Drag History 
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This velocity history was used by Sarpkaya (1987) in his experimental test 

program. An identical velocity history was used by both Sarpkaya (1987) and 

Strickland (1989) for their analytical investigations. By using the same velocity 

histories, resulting drag histories could be compared. 

The drag history corresponding to Figure 4.2(a) is shown in Figure 4.2(b). 

It may be noted that the drag coefficient reaches a maximum of 2.5 at T* equal to 3, 

then decreases as the velocity decreases. At T* equal to 5, there is a slight rise in the 

drag coefficient. At a T of 6, or about halfway through the deceleration, the drag 

coefficient is zero although the velocity is approximately 1 ft/s. This is a 

consequence of wake over-run or recontact. 

The energy transferred to the wake takes the fomi of vortices which travel in 

the same direction as the model. These vortices convect past the model and induce 

flow into the face of the arc causing the drag coefficient to rise after T equal to 6. At 

a T of 8, the continued wake flow against the back of the model causes a negative 

drag coefficient. The effect of wake recontact becomes less severe as the run 

continues. 

Figure 4.3 shows the comparison between the present study and the 

analytical results of Strickland and Sarpkaya and the experimental results of Sarpkaya 

obtained from a water channel. There is close agreement between the four sets of 

results up to T* equal to 6 except for a slight rise in the drag coefficient for T* 

between 5 and 6 in the present study. After a T of 6, the two analytical solutions 

and the tow-tank results agree in that they all show a rise followed by a decrease in 

drag coefficient. The experimental results obtained by Sarpkaya show a continual 

decrease in drag force for a T* greater than 6. 
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Distributions of pressure difference across the model corresponding to 

selected instants in the drag history are shown in Figure 4.4 through Figure 4.6. It 

may be noted from the plots that there are several data points which are not consistent 

with the rest of the data. These points are believed to be a result of pinched or 

clogged pressure lines and should be neglected. It should also be recalled that the 

pressure port locations on the left and right sides of the models were offset by five 

degrees. These left and right side distributions have been folded over to the opposite 

side to double the number of data points in the pressure distribution plots. Also 

shown in each figure are the pressure difference distributions from Sarpkaya's 

analytical solution. 

The pressure distribution of Figure 4.4 was taken at a T* equal to 2.2 at 

which point the velocity was equal to the initial value of 2 ft/s. There is close 

agreement between the two sets of results, both showing an approximately uniform 

pressure distribution which drops to zero at the leading edges. Figure 4.5, taken at 

T* equal to 5.4, shows a lower uniform pressure distribution which occurs after the 

model has begun its deceleration. Figure 4.6 shows a negative pressure jump 

coefficient at the back of the model, which is an indication of wake recontact. 

Sarpkaya's results show more intense wake recontact than do the results from the 

present study, this was also seen in the drag history comparisons of Figure 4.3. 

A drag history may be fomied from the integrated pressure distribution and 

compared to the drag history obtained from the load cell. As shown in Figure 4.7, 

the drag from the integrated pressure follows the same trends but has a small phase 

difference in time with respect to the load cell data throughout the run. The small 

phase lag may be a consequence of a small timing variation between the timer on the 
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Figure 4.5 Pressure distribution for 120-degree arc at T* = 5.4 
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computer which is taking the load cell data and the timer on the PSI system which is 

controlling the pressure data retrieval. 

4.2 180-Degree Circular Arc 

The 180-degree model was run through the velocity history in Figure 4.8(a) 

which is given by: 

U* = l 

forT'<5.1 (4.3) 

U* = 0.5 + 0.5cos[l.047(T*-5.l)] 

for 5.1 < T*< 8.1 . (4.4) 

The corresponding drag history is shown in Figure 4.8(b). From the plot it may be 

noted that the drag coefficient reaches a maximum of 3.0 at T* equal to 4, and then 

falls off as the velocity decreases. After a T of 6, the drag coefficient becomes 

negative with a minimum of -1.5. Significant wake recontact is responsible for this 

negative drag. At T equal to 8, the induced flow from the wake vortices cause the 

drag coefficient to increase to 1.0 although the model has stopped. 

Figure 4.9 shows the comparison between the present study and the 

analytical results of Strickland and Saipkaya and the experimental results of Sarpkaya 

obtained from a water channel. Between a T of 3 and 5, the results from the four 

studies are similar although the results from the present study are slightly out of 

phase. The phase difference was believed to be associated with the starting 

conditions. 
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Figure 4.8 Test using 180-degree arc: (a) Velocity history 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of drag histories from previous studies with 
present study for 180-degree arc 
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A series of runs were made with variable durations of the initial velocity 

phase of the velocity history to isolate the effect of the impulsive start on the model's 

drag history. Runs were made for 1 1/2 and 2 times the standard beginning duration 

in addition to a run with the standard velocity history. Figure 4.10 shows that the 

two runs with the longer beginning duration are similar while the run with the 

standard length is higher and slightiy out of phase up to a T* of about 7. After T* 

equal to 7, all three runs are virtually the same. This indicates that effects from the 

impulsive start persist up until wake recontact. 

A drag history from a run with a starting length of 1 1/2 times standard is 

used for a comparison with the previous studies (Figure 4.11). This comparison 

shows the results for the four methods are in close agreement to a T'^ of 6 where all 

four fall below zero. After a T of 6, the two analytical methods and the results from 

the present study show a significant negative peak and a secondary rise in drag 

coefficient, although at slightly different times and magnitudes. Sarpkaya's 

experimental drag results, as in the case of the 120-degree model, fall below zero and 

remain negative. 

Pressure jump distributions corresponding to selected points in the drag 

history are shown in Figure 4.12 through Figure 4.15. Shown with the pressure 

distributions are illustrations of the location of the wake vortices at the same instant. 

These sketches are based upon cumulative observations of surface pucks, dye 

injection, and tuft experiments. 
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of drag histories from previous studies with present study 
using 1.5 times initial velocity duration for 180-degree arc 
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Figure 4.12 Pressure distribution and vortices location for 180-degree arc at T = 3.0 
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Figure 4.13 Pressure distribution and vortices location for 180-degree arc at T = 5.2 
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Figure 4.14 Pressure distribution and vortices location for 180-degree arc at T* = 7.4 
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Figure 4.15 Pressure distribution and vortices location for 180-degree arc at T = 9.7 
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The first pressure distribution shown in Figure 4.12(a) was taken at a T^' of 

3.0 when the velocity was at the initial 2 ft/s. The plot shows high pressure jump 

coefficients indicating substantial flow into the face of the model. Both Sarpkaya's 

results and the results obtained in the present study show the high coefficients but 

with pressure difference peaks at different locations on the model. Figure 4.13(a), 

taken at T* equal to 5.2, shows a lower uniform pressure distribution with both 

solutions showing a similar distribution. At a T* of 5.2, the model has started its 

deceleration and the wake vortices are convecting towards the model (Figure 

4.13(b)). Figure 4.14(a) shows negative pressure coefficients at the back of the 

model which is an indication of wake recontact. Sarpkaya's results show the same 

negative coefficients in addition to positive coefficients toward the leading edge. The 

high pressure coefficients indicate substantial flow into the face of the model but at 

T* = 7.4 the velocity is approximately 0.4 ft/s. This velocity is not sufficient to be 

responsible for the high coefficients in Sarpaka's results. In the flow visualization at 

T equal to 7.4, the vortices were noted to be in contact with the back of the model. 

In addition to the negative pressure coefficients at the back of the model. Figure 

4.15(a) reflects induced flow into the face of the model as indicated by the rise in 

pressure coefficients toward the leading edges. Flow visualization (Figure 4.15(b)) 

indicates the formation of counter rotating vortices in the face of the model at a T"̂  of 

9.7. 

The integrated pressures are put in terms of a drag coefficient and compared 

to the drag history obtained from the load cell as shown in Figure 4.16. The 

integrated pressure follows the load cell data closely to a T of 7. The negative 
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Figure 4.16 Drag histories from the load cell and the integrated pressure 
for the 180-degree arc 
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integrated pressure peak at 7 is of greater magnitude which is also the case at a T of 

9 where the secondary rise in drag coefficient comes to a positive peak. 

4.3 240-negree Circiilnr Arc 

The 240-degree model was run through the velocity history in Figure 4.17(a) 

which is given by 
U* = l 

forT*<5.04 (4.5) 

U* = 0.5 + 0.5cos[0.68(T*-5.0)] 

for 5.0 < T' < 9.625 (4.6) 

The corresponding drag history is shown in Figure 4.17(b). From the plot it may be 

noted that the drag coefficient reaches a maximum of 2.0 then falls off as the velocity 

decreases. After T* equal to 6, the drag coefficient decreases to a minimum value of 

-1.5. Significant wake recontact is responsible for the negative drag. At a T"̂  of 9, 

the model comes to the end of the deceleration and the induced flow from the vortices 

cause the drag to become positive. This induced flow is strong enough to cause a 

drag coefficient above 0.5 after the model has stopped. 

Figure 4.18 shows the comparison between the present study and the 

analytical results of Strickland and Sarpkaya and the experimental results of 

Saipkaya. It can be seen that all drag histories are different in magnitude and follow 

different trends. The two analytical methods show no indication of wake recontact 

for T'^ less than 9. This result does not appear to be consistent with the drag 

histories computed for the 120- and 180-degree models where a negative peak occurs 

at T* equal to 7 followed by a secondary rise during the deceleration. Sarpkaya's 
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Figure 4.17 Test using 240-degree arc: (a) Velocity history 
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Figure 4.18 Comparison of drag histories from previous studies with 
present study for 240-degree arc 
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experimental results show trends similar to the drag histories he obtained for the 120-

and 180-degree models where the drag coefficients are negative for T less than 8. It 

is surprising that the other experimental and analytical studies indicate a peak drag 

coefficient of 3 to 4 during the initial velocity phase while the maximum drag 

coefficient was 2 to 3 for the 120- and 180-degree models. 

A series of runs were made in which the duration of the initial velocity at the 

beginning of the test was varied to investigate the effect of the impulsive start on the 

model's drag history. The runs were made for 1 1/2 times and 2 times the standard 

beginning duration in addition to a run with the standard velocity history. Figure 

4.19 shows that the overall drag history is affected by the starting conditions. 

Additional tests were made in which the velocity was held constant 

throughout the runs. The effects of vortex shedding are apparent in the cyclic rise 

and fall of the drag coefficient. The vortex shedding, which affects the drag on the 

240-degree model most (Figure 4.20), could be responsible for the dependence on 

initial conditions noted in Figure 4.19. By changing the length of the initial velocity 

portion of the velocity history, the position of the wake vortices at the beginning of 

the deceleration is changed. This change results in dissimilar drag histories as the 

vortices recontact at different times during the deceleration. It can also be observed 

in Figure 4.20 that the steady drag coefficient for the 240-degree model stays below 

2, similar to results in the initial velocity portion of the transient tow-tank data. 
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Pressure distributions corresponding to selected instants in the drag history 

are shown in Figure 4.21 through Figure 4.23. The pressure distribution in Figure 

4.21 occurs at a T* of 3.8 where the velocity is the initial 2 ft/s. The plot shows high 

pressure coefficients indicating substantial flow into the face of the model. Figure 

4.22 shows negative pressure coefficients at the back of the model which is an 

indication of wake recontact. Sarpkaya's results reflect wake recontact and high 

pressure difference coefficients toward the leading edges. The differences between 

Sarpkaya's results and the results from the present study were also seen in the drag 

history comparisons of Figure 4.18. In addition to the negative coefficients at the 

back of the model, Figure 4.23 also reflects induced flow into the face of the model 

indicated by a rise in pressure coefficients toward the leading edges. 

A drag history may be obtained from the integrated pressure data. The 

integrated pressures are put in terms of a drag coefficient and compared to the drag 

history obtained from the load cell as shown in Figure 4.24. The integrated pressure 

follows the load cell data closely through out the run except for a T between 4 and 6 

where the integrated pressure has a slightiy higher magnitude. 

4.4 Variable Velocitv Histories 

The velocity histories utilized for the previously discussed tests were chosen 

because they matched those achieved in the water channel study by Sarpkaya. 

However, the tow-tank apparatus used for the present study allows flexible speed 

control and more realistic parachute velocity histories can be generated. 
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Figure 4.22 Pressure distribution for 240-degree arc at T =7.8 
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Figure 4.23 Pressure distribution for 240-degree arc at T* = 8.9 
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The form of the velocity history used for the results in this section is based 

upon a sinusoidal variation of parachute deceleration as illustrated in Figure 4.25 and 

given by: 

X = - A sin 

The corresponding velocity history is: 

X = 1 -< 1 - c o s 

^ ( t ' - t ; ) 

(4.7) 

^ ( t * - t ; ) 

t 
(4.8) 

where: xto* = velocity at the onset of the deceleration 

Xf* = final velocity 

to* = time at start of deceleration 

td* = deceleration duration 

Amax* = peak deceleration. 

The 180-degree model was used in a series of tests in which the maximum 

deceleration, Amax*. and final velocities, xf*, in equation (4.8) were varied 

systematically. Figure 4.26(a) shows the velocity histories for the most severe 

deceleration with final to initial velocity ratios of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.4. The results of 

these tests are shown in Figure 4.26(b). The drag histories show that as the final 

velocity is increased or the ratio of final to initial velocity is increased, the negative 

drag coefficient peak is reduced. This indicates the wake vortices are catching up 

with the model but with less relative velocity as the final model velocity is increased. 

This is also evident in Figure 4.27 where the same velocity ratios are used with a 

lower deceleration peak. From these drag histories it can be seen that for a velocity 

ratio of 0.4 there is no wake contact indicated by a negative drag coefficient. The 
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Figure 4.26 Test with 180-degree arc for variable velocity ratios and maximum 
deceleration peak: (a) Velocity histories 
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drag histories resulting from the same velocity ratios with the least severe of the three 

decelerations are presented in Figure 4.28. This plot shows that the drag histories 

with final to initial velocity ratios of 0.3 and 0.4 do not indicate wake recontact. 

Figures 4.29 through 4.31 were obtained from velocity histories in which the 

final velocities were held constant while the peak deceleration was varied. Figure 

4.29(b) shows results from the three rates of deceleration for a final velocity of zero. 

The drag coefficients initially decrease at a rate corresponding to their respective 

velocity histories and then each goes through a negative drag peak and secondary 

increase. The negative peaks and the secondary increases in the drag coefficient are 

less severe when the peak deceleration is decreased. In Figure 4.30(b) and Figure 

4.31(b), where the final to initial velocity ratio is 0.3, and 0.4, respectively, cases of 

the wake failing to recontact can be observed. 

By systematically varying the final velocity and the maximum acceleration of 

a velocity history, the conditions for which wake recontact occurs can be isolated. 

As in the model developed by Oler (1989), it can be observed in Figure 4.32 that as 

the deceleration time increases the wake recontact becomes less severe. It can also be 

seen that effects from wake recontact become less significant as the final to initial 

velocity ratio is increased. 

Drag histories from the 120-, 180-, and 240-degree models were obtained 

with the velocity history shown in Figure 4.33(a) which has a deceleration time of 

4.19 and a final to initial velocity ratio of 0.2. The drag coefficient from the initial 

velocity portion of the velocity history (Figure 4.33(b)) is highest for the 180-degree 

model, followed by the 120-degree model, while the lowest is the 240-degree model. 

As noted previously, the steady drag coefficients from a constant velocity nin (Figure 
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Figure 4.28 Test with 180-degree arc for variable velocity ratios and minimum 
deceleration peak: (a) Velocity histories 
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Figure 4.29 Test with 180-degree arc for variable acceleration peaks and velocity 
ratio of 0.0: (a) Velocity histories 
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Figure 4.30 Test with 180-degree arc for variable acceleration peaks and velocity 
ratio of 0.3: (a) Velocity histories 
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Figure 4.30 (Continued) (b) Drag histories 
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Figure 4.31 Test with 180-degree arc for variable acceleration peaks and velocity 
ratio of 0.4: (a) Velocity histories 
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Figure 4.33 Test with 120-, 180-, and 240-degree arcs for velocity ratio of 0.2 
and deceleration time of 4.19: (a) Velocity histories 
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4.20) are consistent with these results. In later stages of the deceleration, the three 

models produce drag histories of similar forms. All three models show indications 

of wake recontact with negative peaks at a T of 8. The drag coefficient from the 

240-degree models shows the most severe wake recontact and large secondary rise in 

drag coefficient. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary objective of this study was to characterize the fiow about two-

dimensional arcs of 120-, 180-, and 240-degrees. Results obtained through 

instantaneous drag and pressure coefficients and flow visualization were analyzed 

and compared to the results from previous experimental and numerical investigations. 

The major conclusions that should be emphasized are as follows: 

1. The drag histories for the 120- and 180-degree arcs are similar to previous 

experimental results obtained by Sarpkaya and numerical solutions by 

Strickland and Sarpkaya. The integrated pressure coefficient distributions 

produced drag coefficients that were in general agreement with the direct 

drag measurements giving confidence in the experimental procedure. 

2. The drag history for the 240-degree arc shows significant discrepancies 

with the results from previous studies. Flow visualization for the 240-

degree model shows separation occurs back from the leading edge. The 

two numerical solutions both assumed separation occurred at the leading 

edge. Quasi-steady drag coefficients acquired during a constant velocity 

test substantiated results obtained in the initial steady portion of the 

transient runs. 

3. Systematic variations of the velocity history of the 180-degree arc revealed 

conditions under which wake recontact could be expected in terms of the 

peak deceleration and the final to initial velocity ratio. 
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4. Use of an identical velocity history revealed that the drag histories of the 

120-, 180-, and 240-degree models possess the same basic features. 

Wake recontact was more intense for the 180- and 240-degree models. 

In future studies, it is recommended that improved flow visualization techniques be 

used. Future studies should also use similar experimental techniques for studying 

the unsteady flow about porous models and 3-dimensional models. 
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APPENDIX 

DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM LISTING 
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#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <grphx.h> 
#include <fcnti.h> 
#include <stat.h> 
#include <ascii.h> 
#include <gpib_dcl.h> 
#include <dacq.h> 

#define BYTE unsigned char 
#define NUM.PTS 1000 
#define NUM.TRANS 48 
#define NUM.SCANS 50 
#define DEL_T_STAR 0.01 
#define MAX 250 
#defineBETA .00913 

int *speedCtrl, *forceData; 
double *setSpeed, *desiredSpeed, *actualSpeed, *scratch; 
double *Cd, *avgCd, *pres_data, **Cp, **avgCp, *plotCp; 
double *pZero, fZero; 

double position[19] = {0.0,5.,10.,15.,20.,25.,30.,35.,40.,45.,50.,55.,60.,65., 
70.,75.,80.,90.}; 

/•double position[25] = {0.0,5.,10.,15.,20.,25.,30.,35.,40.,45.,50.,55., 
60.,65.,70.,75.,80.,85.,90.,95.,100.,105.,110.,115.,120.}; 

* / 

int dacu,nSets; 
int NdelT, slow, chute; 
double UO, delT, R; 
char cResponse, response[72]; 

BYTE parmG = 

0,48, /*A1: Total number of */ 
0, 0, /* A2: transducers for each */ 
0, 0, /*A3: range. This must be a */ 
0, 0, /*A4: multibleof'G' */ 
0, 0, /*A5: */ 
0, 0, /*A6: */ 
1, /* B: Number of data points averaged 

Not the number of reading, but the number 
of measurements that will be averaged to 
make-up one reading. */ 

0, 1, /*C: Delay between frames in l.E-5 sec 
This is the time between the measurements 
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that will be averaged. */ 
1, /* D: Number of sets per run 

How many times each input is measured(if 
'B' = 1) or averaged(if'B' > 1). This 

number times AT is the number of press 
values the PSI unit will end up with. */ 

1,0, /* E: Delay between sets in l.E-2 sec 
After 'A' data points are taken and 
averaged, this is how long it will wait 
before staring the next set. */ 

10, /* F: Delay between calibartions in 1.0 sec */ 
48, /* G: Sensor type / transducers per sensor */ 
3 /* H: Program status word */ 
) ; 

void initialization( void); 
void setTheSpeed( void); 
void speedCalibration( void); 
int speedToCtrl(double); 
double voltToSpeed(int); 
void plotSpeed ( double*, int); 
void plotForce ( double*, int); 
void speedCheck (void); 
void speedDataA( void); 
void speedDataB( void); 
void speedDataC( void); 
void smoothData( double*,int); 
int openGrphxDevice( void); 
FILE* openOutputFileO; 
FILE* openlnputFileO; 
void psiCalibration(void); 
void ZeroSet(void); 
void takeData(void); 
void reduceForceData(void); 
void reducePressureData(void); 
void plotPressureData(void); 
void plotForceData(double*); 
void forceConversion(void); 
void convertForceData(double, double, double); 
void saveResults (void); 

int 
int 
int 
int 
int 

11 (void); 
CI (void); 
wait_srq(void); 
Fl(void); 
SI (BYTE, BYTE); 

double 07(void); 
int 
int 

D2(void); 
F2(void); 
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int 06(void); 

void main() 

{ 
int i, j , k, grphxDev; 

initializationO; 
psiCaHbrationO; 
ZeroSetQ; 
setTheSpeedO; 

printf("\n\n\n **** Data Acquisition ***\n\n"); 
printf("Nn\n Press <retiim> to begin "); 
k_resp(); 

nSets=0; 
grphxDev = openGrphxDeviceO; 
g_plot(0.0, 10.0, -1.0, 6.0, "Drag Coefficient", "time", "Cd"); 
do { 

nSets-i-f-; 
takeDataO; 
reducePressureDataO; 
reduceForceDataO; 
smoothData(avgCd,50); 
plotiForce(Cd, 4); 
printf("\nData set %d. Again (y/n)? <y>",nSets); 
cResponse = k_resp(); 
} while ( cResponse == 'Y' II cResponse == "); 

' g_close(grphxDev); 
for (i = 0; i < NUM_PTS; i++) avgCd[i] /= nSets; 
for (i = 0; i < NUM_SCANS; i++) 

for (j = 0; j < NUM.TRANS; j++) avgCp[i]Ij] /= nSets; 

smoothData(avgCd,200); 
plotForceData(avgCd); 
plotPressureDataO; 
printf("\n back to main"); 
ibclr(dacu); 

) 

void initializationO 

{ 
int 1, j ; 
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g_clear(); 

printf("\n **** Initialization ***"); 
printf('%n\nUO? "); 
scanf("%lf',&U0); getcharQ; 
printf("R? "); 
scanf("%lf •,&R); getcharQ; 

NdelT = (int) 1000.0 * DEL_T_STAR * R / UO; 
delT = (double) NdelT / 1000.0; 
slow = 5000 / NdelT; 

d_open(16,768,l,2); 
d_a 1(0,0); 
initCounter(NdelT); 

setSpeed = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_PTS * sizeof(double)); 
actualSpeed = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_PTS * sizeof(double)); 
desiredSpeed = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_PTS * sizeof(double)); 
speedCtrl = (int*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_PTS * sizeof(int)); 
scratch = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) MJM_PTS * sizeof(double)); 

forceData = (int*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_PTS * sizeof(int)); 
Cd = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_PTS * sizeof (double)); 
avgCd = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_PTS * sizeof(double)); 

for (i = 0; i < NUM.PTS; i++) 
{ 
avgCd[i] = 0.0; 
} 

pZero = (double*) malloc ((unsigned)NUM_TRANS * sizeof(double)); 
pres_data = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_TRANS * 

NUM_SCANS * sizeof(double)); 

Cp = (double**) malIoc((unsigned) NUM_SCANS * sizeof(double*)); 
for (i = 0; i < NUM_SCANS; i-i-+) 

Cp[i] = (double*) malloc((unsigned) NUM_TRANS * 
sizeof(double)); 

avgCp = (double**) malloc((unsigned) NUM_SCANS * sizeof(double*)); 
for (i = 0; i < NUM.SCANS; i++) 

avgCp[i] = (double*) malloc((unsigned) NUM_TRANS * 
sizeof(double)); 

for (i = 0; i < NUM_SCANS; i++) 
for (j = 0; j < NUM_TRANS; j++) avgCp[i][j] = 0.0; 

plotCp = (double*) malloc ((unsigned) NUM_TRANS * 
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NUM_SCANS * sizeof(double)); 

void setTheSpeedO 

{ 
int 
char 
FILE 

j , grphxDev; 
response; 
*fin; 

printf("\n\nNn **** Set Speed Control ***"); 
printf('V\n Chute Model 1<2>0,1<8>0, 2<4>0 "); 
chute = k_resp(); 

switch(chute) 
{ 
case'2': 
speedDataAO; 
break; 
case'8': 
speedDataBO; 
break; 
case'4': 
speedDataCO; 
break; 
default: 
printfC < 180 > Model selected"); 
speedDataBQ; 
) 

speedCalibrationO; 
) 

void speedCalibrationO 

{ 
char response; 
int i,j, k, grphxDev, calibRuns, j2, j4, check[1000]; 
double t, tStar, avg; 
FILE *fout; 
printf("\n\n *** Speed Cahbration ***"); 

printf("\nPress <enter> to start"); 
k_resp(); 
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grphxDev = openGrphxDeviceQ; 
g_cursor(l,l); 
g_plot(0.0, 10.0, 0.0, l.l*UO,"Speed Calibration", "tStar", "speed"); 
plotSpeed( desiredSpeed, 6); 
for(j = 0; j < NUM.PTS; j-t-i-) 

{ 
setSpeedlj] = desiredSpeedjj]; 
speedCtrl[j] = speedToCtrl(setSpeed[j]); 

j2 = (int) (2.0 * R / (UO * delT)); 
j4 = (int) (4.0 * R / (UO * delT)); 
do { 

speedCheckO; 
smoothData(actualSpeed,l(X)); 
plotSpeed( actualSpeed, 4); 
printf("\nRepeat (y/n)? <y>"); 
response = k_resp(); 

if ( response == " II response == 'Y') 
{ 
forO' = j2; j < NUM.PTS; j++) 
{ 
setSpeed[j] -i-= desiredSpeed(j] - actualSpeed[j]; 
if (desiredSpeedp] < 0.3) 

setSpeedlj] = desiredSpeed [j]; 
) 

avg = 0.0; 

for(j = j2; j < j4; j-n-) avg += setSpeed[j]; 

avg=avg/(j4-j2); 

for(j = 0; j < j2; '}++) setSpeed[j] = avg; 
'' forO* = 0;j < NUM_PTS; j-^+) 
speedCtrl[j] = speedToCtrl(setSpeed[j]); 

plotSpeed( setSpeed, 1); 

} while ( response == 'Y' II response == "); 
g_close(grphxDev); 

grphxDev = openGrphxDeviceO; 
g_plot(0.0, 10.0, 0.0, l.l*UO,"Final Speed Data", "tStar", "speed"); 
smoothData(actualSpeed,50); 
plotSpeed( desiredSpeed, 6); 
plotSpeed( setSpeed, 1); 
plotSpeed( actualSpeed, 4); 
g_color(7); 
g_print("CaUbration completed ",1,1); 
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k_resp(); 
g_close(grphxDev); 
} 

int speedToCtrl(double speed) 
{ 
return ((int)(710 * speed)); 
) 

double voltToSpeed(int n) 
{ 
return (-6.0 + 0.00286 * n ); 
} 

void plotSpeed(double *s, int color) 

{ 
int j ; 
double tStar, 

g_color(color); 
g_mvabs2( 0.0, s[0]); 
g_pendn(); 
fora=l; j< NUM.PTS; ]++) 

{ 
tStar = UO * (double)j * delT / R; 
g_mvabs2( tStar, s[j]); 
} 

g_penup(); 

} 

void SpeedCheckO 

int j , c[NUM_PTS]; 

for(j = 0; j < slow; j-i-i-) 
{ 
d_a 1(0,300); 
wait(); 
} 

for (J = 0; j < NUM.PTS; ]++) 
{ 
d_al(0,speedCtrl[j]); 
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clj]=a_dl(2); 
waitO; 
) : 

for( j=0; j < NUM.PTS; j+-H) 
actualSpeedlj] = voltToSpeed(cIj]); 

} 

void speedDataAO 

{ 
mt j; 

double tStar, t, U; 

printf ("\nComputing speed control data..."); 

for (j = 0; j < NUM_PTS; ]++) 
{ 
t = (double)j * delT; 
tStar = UO*t/R; 
if (tStar <= 4.32) 
desiredSpeed[j] = UO; 
else if ((4.32< tStar) && (tStar <= 9.30)) 

desiredSpeed[j]=U0*(l-.3078*(tStar-4.32)+.02124*(tStar-4.32)*(tStar-
4.32)); 

else 
desiredSpeed[j] = 0.0; 
} 

1 

void speedDataBO 

{ 
mt j; 

double tStar, t, U; 

printf ("\nComputing speed control data..."); 

for (j = 0; j < NUM_PTS; j++) 
{ 
t = (double)j * delT; 
tStar = UO*t/R; 
if(tStar<=5.1) 
desiredSpeed [j] = UO; 
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elseif ((5.1 <tStar) && (tStar<= 8.14)) 
desiredSpeedlj] = 0.5*U0*(1.0 + cos( 1.047 * (tStar - 5.1))); 
else 
desiredSpeedlj] = 0; 
) 

void speedDataCO 

{ 
int j ; 

double tStar, t, U; 

printf ("NnComputing speed control data..."); 

for (j = 0; j < NUM.PTS; ]++) 
{ 
t = (double)j * delT; 
tStar = UO*t/R; 
if (tStar <= 5.0) 
desiredSpeedlj] = UO; 
else if ((5.0 < tStar) && (tStar <= 9.625)) 
desiredSpeed[j] = 0.5 * UO * (1.0 + cos( 0.68 * (tStar - 5.0))); 
else 
desiredSpeedlj] = 0; 
) 

) 

void smoothData(double* data, int nPasses) 

{ 
int : i,j; 

printf("\nSmoothing..."); 
scratch [0] = data[0]; 
scratch[NUM_PTS-l] = data[NUM_PTS-l]; 

for ( i = 0; i < nPasses; i++ ) 
{ 
for (j = 1; j < NUM_PTS-1; j-H-h ) 
{ 
scratchfj] = (data[j-l] -i-

data[j] -I-
dataIj+l])/3.; 

} 
for (j = 0; j < NUM_PTS;}++) 
datalj] = scratchlj]; 
) 
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) 

int openGrphxDevice(void) 

{ 
int dev; 

g_clearO; 
printf("\nDraw figure on screen (0) or plotter (1)? "); 
scanf("%d",&dev); getcharQ; 
if(dev<0lldev>2)exit(l); 
g_open(dev,l); 

return (dev); 
} 

FILE* openOutputFileO 

{ 
char fout[20]; 

printf("\n\n Output file name? "); scanf("%s",fout); getcharQ; 
return (fopen(fout, "w")); 

) 

FILE* openlnputFileQ 

{ 
char fin[20]; 

printf("^\n Input file name? "); 
scanf("%s",fin); getcharQ; 
return ( fopen(fin, "r")); 
) 

void plotPressureDataQ 

{ 
double 
char 
int 

tS, tSmax; 
response, str[40]; 
i, j , grphxDev; 

printf("\n\n\n **** Pressure Test **** "); 
do { 

tSmax = 5.0*U0/R; 
printf("\n\n enter tStar between 0.0 and %5. If: ", tSmax); 
scanf("%lf', &tS); 

i = (int)(49.0 * tS / tSmax + 0.5); 
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grphxDev = openGrphxDeviceQ; 
sprintf(str, "Pressure Distribution at %5.1f', tS); 
g_plot(-90.0, 90.0, -6.0, 1.0, str, "Theta", "Cp"); 

for(j=0;j<19;j-H+) 
{ 
g_color(l); 
g_mvabs2( position|j], avgCp[i][j]); 
g_point(l); 
g_color(l); 
g_mvabs2(-position[j], avgCp[i]|j]); 
g_point(l); 
} 

k_respQ; 
g_close(grphxDev); 
printf("\n\n Plot another (y/n)? "); 
response = k_resp(); 
) while ( response == 'Y'); 

saveResultsQ; 
} 

void reducePressureDataO 

{ 
mt 1, j , k; 
double q; 

q = 0.0067361 * UO * UO; 
for (i = 0, k = 0; i < NUM_SCANS; i++) 

for (j = 0; j < NUM_TRANS; j++, k++) 
I 
Cp[i][j] = (pres_data[k] - pZero[j]) /q; 
avgCp[i]Ij]+=Cp[i][j]; 
) 

} 

void takeData(void) 

{ 
int j ; 

parm[12] = 2; 
parm[15]=50; 
parm[16] = 0; 
parm[17] = 9; 
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ii(); 

for(j = 0; j < slow; j-i~i-) 

d_a 1(0,300); 
wait(); 
) 

D2Q; 
for (j = 0 ; j< 1000; j-H-j-) 

forceDatalj]=a_dl(l); 
d_al(0,speedCtrlIj]); 
wait(); 
} 

waitsrq(dacu); 
F20; 
06Q; 
) 

void ZeroSetQ 

{ 
int i, j , k; 
double Vout; 

printf("\n\n\n **** Zero Set **** "); 
printf("\n\n press <retum> when ready"); 
k_respQ; 

for(j = 0;j<5;j-h-h) 
{ 
D20; 
waitsrq(dacu); 
F2(); 
06(); 
printf("."); 
) 

printf("\n\n"); 
for ( i = 0; i < 48; {++) pZero[i] = 0.0; 
fZero = 0.0; 
for(j=0;j<20;j-h+) 

D20; 
waitsrq(dacu); 
F2(); 
O60; 
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for ( i = 0; i < 48; i++) pZero[i] -i-= pres_data[i]; 
Vout = -5.0 + 10.0 * a_dl(l) / 4095.0; 
fZero+= Vout/BETA; 
printf ("."); 
} 

for (i = 0; i < 48; i++) pZero[i] /= 20.0; 

printf("Vi\n"); 
for(i = 0, k = 0; i < 8; i-H-H) 

{ 
printf("\n"); 
for(j = 0;j < 6; j-H-i-, k++) 
printf(" %9.6f ",pZero[k]); 
} 

fZero /= 20.0; 
printf("\n\n **** Zero Set Completed **** "); 
} 

void psiCalibrationQ 

{ 
printf('V\n\n **** PSI Calibration **** "); 
printf("\n\n press <retum> when ready"); 
k_respO; 
IK); 
CIQ; 
FIQ; 
printi'C'Sn PSI Calibration Complete "); 
) 

int II (void) 
{ 
BYTE spr, 
int i; 

dacu = ibfind("DACU"); 
if (dacu < 0) 

( 

printfC VError in open of DACU"); 
printf("\nibfind returned %d", dacu); 
printf("WVBORT"); 
exit(l); 
) 

ibwrt(dacu, "II", 2); 
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int 

int 

int 

int 

mt 

for(i = 0;i<21;i-»-H) 
ibwrt(dacu, &parm[i], 1); 

retum(dacu); 
) 

CIQ 
{ 
int i; 

ibwrt(dacu, "Cl",2); 
waitsrq(dacu); 
) 

FIQ 
{ 
ibwrt(dacu, "Fl", 2); 
waitsrq(dacu); 
) 

D20 
{ 
BYTE cr. 

cr=13; 
ibwrt(dacu, "D2", 2); 
ibwrt(dacu, &cr, 1); 
} 

F2() 
{ 
ibwrt(dacu, "F2", 2); 
waitsrq(dacu); 
} 

O60 
{ 
int 
char 

i j ; 
str[ll]; 

/* CLCalibration */ 

/* reduce calibration data */ 

j = parm[l] * parm[15]; 
ibwrt(dacu, "06", 2); 
for(i = 0;i<j;i++) 

{ 
ibrd(dacu, str, 11); 
str[9] = "NO'; 
pres_data[i] = atof(str); 
} 

} 

/* output aquired data */ 

/* read 11 byte string */ 

int waitsrqO 
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{ 
BYTE spr, 

do 
{ 
if(k_tryc() == 27) 
retum(-l); 
ibrsp(dacu, &spr); /* serial poll the device */ 
)while(~spr&0x40); 

retum(spr); 

void reduceForceDataO 

{ 
int i, j , k; 
double U,arm,mass,CDconv; 

switch(chute) 
{ 
case'2': 

arm=1.3; 
mass=2.357; 
CDconv= .12218/(U0*U0*R*2); 
convertForceData(arm,mass,CDconv); 
break; 

case'8': 
arm= 1.604; 
mass=3.075; 
CDconv= .12218/(U0*U0*R*2); 
convertForceData(arm,mass,CDconv); 
break; 

case'4': 
arm=1.8; 
mass=3.79; 
CDconv= .12218/(U0*U0*R*2); 
convertForceData(arm,mass,CDconv); 
break; 

default: 
arm= 1.604; 
mass=3.075; 
CDconv= .12218/(U0*U0*R*2); 
convertForceData(arm,mass,CDconv); 

for (i = 0; i < NUM_PTS; i++) avgCd[i] += Cd[iJ; 
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void convertForceData(double arm,doubIe mass,double CDconv) 

{ 
mt i , j ; 
double Vout, forceM, accel; 

for (j = 0; j < NUM.PTS; j+-h) 
{ 
accel = (actualSpeedlj-1-1] - actualSpeed|j])/delT; 
forceM = (arm/.917)*mass*accel; 
Vout = -5.0 + 10.0 * forceData[j]/4095.0; 
Cdlj] = CDconv * (-(Vout / BETA - fZero) - forceM); 

/* if(j == 400) 
{ 

printf("\n %f',actualSpeed[j]); 
printf("\n %f',mass); 
printf("\n %f',arm); 
printf("\n %f •,accel); 
printf("\n %d",forceData|j]); 
printf("Vi %f •,Vout); 
printf('\i %f',CDconv); 
printf("\n %f',BETA); 
printf("\n %f',fZero); 
printf("\n %f',forceM); 
printf("\n %f',Cd|j]); 
getcharQ; 

} */ 
} 

for(i = NUM_PTS-5; i < NUM_PTS; i++) 
Cd[i] = Cd[NUM_PTS - 5]; 

) 

void saveResultsQ 

{ 
int 
double 
char 
FILE 

i, j , k,modl; 
tStar, 
response; 
*fout; 

printf("\n\n Save drag Results (y/n)? "); 
response = k_resp(); 
if (response == 'Y') 

{ 
printf("Vi Which Model < 120, 180, 240 > ? "); 
scanf("%d",&modl);getcharO; 

fout = OpenOutputFileO; 
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} 

fprintf(fout,"%d",modl); 

for ( i = 0; i < NUM_PTS; i++) 
{ 
tStar = UO * (double)i * delT / R; 
fprintf(fout,"\n%f %f',tStar,avgCd[i]); 
) 

fprintf(fout,"Average Force Data For %d Degree ModeI",modl); 
fprintf(fout,"\n\nTime* Coefficients of Drag"); 
tStar = 0; 
for( i = 0, k = 0; i< 100; i++) 

{ 
fprintf(fout,"\n\n%6.2f',tStar); 
tStar = 10 * UO * (double)i * delT / R; 
for(j = 0; j < 10; j-i-i-, k++) 

fprintf(fout,"%6.2f',avgCd[k]); 
} 

} 

printf("\n\n Save Pressure Results (y/n)? "); 
response = k_resp(); 

if (response == 'Y') 
{ 
printf("\n Which Model < 120, 180, 240 > ? "); 
scanf("%d",&modl);getcharO; 
fout = openOutputFUeQ; 
fprintf(fout,"%d",modl); 

tStar = 0; 
for( i = 0; i< 50; i++) 

{ 
fprintf(fout,"\n\n%6.2f',tStar); 
tStar += 0.2; 
fora = 0;j<19;j++) 

{ 
fprintf(fout,"%6.3f',avgCp[i][j]); 
if(j== 9) fprintf(fout,"Vi "); 
if(j== 19) fprintf(fout,"Vi "); */ 
} 

} 
} 

void plotiForce(double *Cd,int color) 
{ 
int j ; 
double tStar, 
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g_color(color); 
g_mvabs2(0.0,Cd[0]); 
g_pendn(); 
for(j = 1; j < NUM.PTS; ]++) 

{ 
tStar = UO * (double)j * delT / R; 
g_mvabs2(tStar,Cdlj]); 
) 

g_penup(); 

) 

void plotForceData(double *avgCd) 

{ 
int i,grphxDev; 
double min,max; 

grphxDev = openGrphxDeviceQ; 
g_plot(0.0,10.0,-2.0,6.0,"DragCoefficient","time","Cd"); 

plotForce(avgCd,4); 

k_respO; 
g_close(grphxDev); 

) 
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